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PARIS: France’s hardline CGT and FO unions
launched a 24-hour strike at the Fos-Lavera oil
terminals and blockaded a fuel depot in the
southern port city of Marseille yesterday as they
toughened their stance against labor market
reforms. The rolling strikes, which began in March
and have gathered pace in recent weeks, have
disrupted fuel supplies in France since Friday
with protesting workers blockading petrol
depots and halting production at refineries.

French oil and gas company Total, which oper-
ates five of the eight refineries in France, has
started the process of shutting down three - at
Normandy, Donges and Feyzin - while its
Grandpuits refinery was running at minimum

output. Rival Exxon Mobil said the strike has not
affected output at its two refineries but striking
workers had blockaded the oil terminal at Fos-
sur-Mer in Southern France.

Oil sector workers in the CGT, which is France’s
biggest trade union, and at the third biggest FO,
said on Monday they planned to intensify the
action until the government withdraws a labour
reform law, because they say it will hurt workers.

“It is clear that the dissatisfaction with the law
is unwavering,” the unions said in a statement.

As part of efforts to force the government to
withdraw the bill, the union launched a strike
at the Fos-Lavera oil terminals yesterday. “No
ship is operating at the installations,” Pascal

GalÈotÈ, CGT Secretary General at Marseille
port told Reuters.

The terminals supply PetroIneos Lavera,
Total’s La Mede and Exxon’s Fos refineries on the
southern coast. They also supply Total’s Feyzin;
Varo’s Cressier in Switzerland and the MiRO
refinery in Karlsruhe, Germany, via pipelines. A
similar prolonged strike at French refineries in
2010 led to a glut of crude in Europe because it
could not be delivered, and a spike in refined
product prices due to low output. The French
government has moved to reassure the public
that France was not running out of fuel after
shortages at hundreds of petrol stations in sev-
eral regions sparked panic buying.

Finance Minister Michel Sapin accused CGT of
holding France hostage, saying the government
would take the necessary action to end the
blockades and restart production at refineries.
Total said in a statement it had begun the proce-
dure of shutting down its 247,000 barrels-per-day
(bpd) Normandy;

220,000 bpd Donges and 117,000 bpd Feyzin
refineries. Its 101,000 bpd Grandpuits refinery
was running at minimum output. It said 612 out
of its 2,200 petrol stations across France had par-
tially or completely ran out of fuel, while striking
workers were blockading two out of its nine fuel
depots. There are 78 primary fuel depots in main-
land France. — Reuters

French unions dig in heels to disrupt fuel supply 

LONDON: The surprise departure of BP’s
exploration boss has turned the spotlight on
an oil search strategy that, after years of
spending cuts, is focusing mainly on expand-
ing existing fields rather than venturing
expensively into the unknown. That caution
reflects a firm chastened by the $55 billion
cost of its 2010 Gulf of Mexico spill, and need-
ing to squeeze every last drop out of a
sharply reduced exploration budget at a time
of low oil prices.

“Exploration doesn’t necessarily have to
look like (nature broadcaster) David
Attenborough standing on a brand new fron-
tier,” a BP source told Reuters. While BP’s total
reserves and fields coming onstream in the
next four years look healthy compared to the
other majors, its long-term project pipeline is
the slimmest among its peers and its break-
even costs are the highest, according to some
analysts, among them Macquarie.

Several BP sources said Chief Executive
Bob Dudley and his team were hammering
out a new long-term strategy, with investors
expecting an update on its post-2020 plans
later this year or early next. The plan is likely
to chime with a phrase that Dudley is fond of
using: “Big is not necessarily beautiful.”

After asset sales forced on it by the Gulf
disaster shrank the company by a third, BP is
today focusing its operations on five regions-
Angola, Azerbaijan, Egypt, the Gulf of Mexico
and the North Sea. It was in Angola, Egypt
and the North Sea, already BP core regions,
that Richard Herbert notched up his main
successes during his two years as head of
exploration.

SHRINKING BUDGET
BP said his departure followed its decision

to bring exploration and field development
under one upstream team, headed since
February by Bernard Looney. But Herbert, who
worked with Dudley in Russia in the 2000s,
had also seen his annual budget shrink from
$3.5 billion in 2013 to $1 billion this year - not
enough to drill even a dozen complex deep-
water wells, and certainly not enough to
throw at a frontier exploration with potential
high gain, but also a high risk of coming out
empty-handed. Royal Dutch/Shell sank $7 bil-
lion into an Alaskan exploration that it aban-
doned last year - something BP simply cannot
afford. While BP’s existing resources are not
small compared to its peers, analysts say the
lack of a long-term project pipeline is a worry. 

BP’s reserves-to-production ratio, the
number of years reserves can sustain current
production, is the third highest among oil
majors at nearly 13 years, excluding output
from Russia’s Rosneft, in which BP has a near-
20 percent stake. It trails only Exxon Mobil’s
17 years and Total’s 13.5, but is more than
Shell, Eni or Chevron. By 2020, the startup of
projects such as the West Nile Delta in Egypt
and the Clair Ridge field in the North Sea will
have added 800,000 bpd of oil equivalent to
its oil and gas output capacity, Dudley told
Reuters last year.

In the short term, that appears to be com-
fortably enough to offset shrinking output
from mature fields and maintain or increase a
current output level of around 2 million bpd.
But another indicator, the reserves replace-
ment ratio (RRR) new proven but unexploited
discoveries as a proportion of annual produc-
tion - reveals a less rosy picture.

DISAPPOINTMENTS
BP’s RRR fell last year to 61 percent, its low-

est in many years, from 129 percent in 2013.

The RRR reflects not only a failure to unlock
new deposits - a problem for all the multina-
tionals - but also a reluctance to commit
investment as oil prices languish about 60
percent below mid-2014 levels.

Among BP’s rivals, Shell’s RRR was negative
last year, while that of Eni, fresh from discover-
ing the giant Zohr field off Egypt, was 148 per-
cent. Some of the seemingly promising proj-
ects that Herbert inherited from his predeces-
sor, Mike Daly, have proved disappointing.

In Brazil, a corruption investigation has
slowed projects for other majors as well as BP.
Turmoil in Libya has forced it to write off
some investments there, while low oil prices
have hurt development of the Canadian oil
sands. Australian authorities have also
refused so far to allow BP to explore the Great
Australian Bight, an untapped basin off the
southern coast, amid environment protests.

BP has said it plans to make further acqui-
sitions to build its resource base, such as the
doubling of its stake in the North Sea Culzean
field announced this week.

But Macquarie analyst Iain Reid said BP’s
pipeline of new projects, totalling 1.8 billion
barrels of oil equivalent, was the lowest
among the world’s top five oil companies.

“BP has the lowest amount of pre-FID
(final investment decision) resource, which
leads to the weakest future growth rates,”
Reid said. BP’s project break-even costs are
also the highest in the group at around $72 a
barrel, according to Macquarie.

“BP’s portfolio looks thin compared to
peers, hence we continue to believe that it
will need to acquire further resource to sup-
plement the current project list and provide
stronger growth at lower costs than its cur-
rent portfolio.” — Reuters

BP’s oil search strategy

shrinks with budget cuts
Exploration boss quits after spotlighting new strategy

PARIS: Striking workers stand near a burning barricade preventing the access to a refinery in Fos sur Mer, southern France, yesterday.
The union-led blockade, one of several set up at refineries and depots across France, is aimed at securing the withdrawal of the coun-
try’s labor reforms, which hopes to inject new life into the country’s rigid labor market. —AP 

By Hayder Tawfik

As soon as the Federal Reserve releases any
meeting minutes describing a weaker dollar,
the currency surges against all currencies. It is

an election year and the last thing the Federal Reserve
wants is surging US$. This is one dilemma the US cen-
tral bank is facing. Another one is the weak health of
the global economy. In particular the eurozone
economies. At present the US central bank is weighing
all the economic data to determine when next to raise
US interest rates. The Fed’s signals of a potential June
move may backfire if the resurgent US dollar under-
mines growth and weighs on stocks and oil prices, ulti-
mately eroding the case to boost borrowing costs. 

The Fed can’t raise rates because it will lead to a
stronger dollar, and it means deflationary pressure in
the world. The Federal Reserve is caught in vicious cir-
cle. I don’t think it should be blamed for not doing

anything with rates.  Since the
middle of 2014 the dollar  is up
by a whapping 25% against all
major currencies. This has put
pressure on US multinationals
companies that derive revenue
overseas. More than 20 percent
of the S&P 500 companies have
at least 50 percent of their sales
outside the US. Also, the strong
has led to big deterioration in

the US trade deficit with the rest of the world. US eco-
nomic data is very important for the Federal Reserve
when deciding on US interest rates. However, it is also
watching the financial market, specially the global
financial markets. If the US$ continues its recent
rebound, commodities producers including oil will
suffer accordingly. 

May be it is too late for the Federal Reserve to raise
rates this year. By just talking about increase rates, it is
giving signals to the market to reduce the risk of com-
placency. To be fair to the Fed it has indeed succeed-
ed in doing so. At the same time it did not bother to
raise rates. May be by just talking rates up it wants the
market to do the tightening. Global financial markets
got the message. The probability of next rate rise rose
to 32 percent. The Federal Reserve has talked about a
rate increase next month on the table as long as US
economic data continues to show positive signs.  But
there is a mix signals from the economic data’s. 

Some members of the Federal Reserve Committee
believe that there is a sense of urgency to act now.
They argue that inflation is gradually moving higher
and labor markets continue to post solid-to-strong
gains in payrolls that has lowered the US jobless rate
below 5 percent, which is close to Fed estimates of full

employment. Moving closer It is difficult to know when
there will be enough good news to persuade cautious
Fed officials, but it is getting much closer. The Federal
Reserve has achieved its mandate of full employment
and inflation rate of close to 2 percent. However, this is
a backward looking. As I mentioned earlier, the Federal
Reserve’s dilemma is the shape of the global economy
and the future prospects for the US economy if rates
went up and the dollar surges. The unknown future
may include lots of unpleasant surprises or events that
could push the economy off track. It is difficult for
both economists and Federal Reserve to define or
forecast. It is not a guess game that they can gamble
with. The risks are there and are clear too.  I believe
most monetary policy makers see zero interest rates as
a result of the 2008 financial crises. They see that
today’s economy is back to normality so should inter-
est rates. Hence the urgency to raise rates.  This I
believe what is going through their minds. But the
zero or very low rates may reflect the present reality
that the global economy experiencing today and
going forward. The Federal Resave introduced
Quantitative Easing in the early days of the financial
crises as an emergency policy and by stopping the
easy policy it may have already been normalized.  I
think there is a strong resistance to this argument.
Some do not believe that tapering and ending the
bond-buying program reflects a tightening of policy. 

The hawks at the Federal Reserve do not believe it
has engineered the soft landing just yet. It expects
that interest rates will need to rise farther to tame
future inflationary pressures. In fact, the Fed believes
that the economy will evolve in such a way that it can
raise short-term rates back to levels comparable to
the old normal. 

Financial markets and investors, however, disagree
with the Federal Reserve’s argument. They strongly
believe that US rates will stay lower for longer time
than the Federal Reserve’s Open Market Committee
anticipate. I would argue that financial markets are
signaling that a soft landing has already been
achieved and that much additional tightening will risk
tipping the economy back into recession. In fact,
weak first quarter US corporate results might have
given us the proof that a soft landing in the US econo-
my is already underway.  At the end of the day the
decision to raise rates or not is with the Federal
Reserve Open Market Committee and not the finan-
cial markets or investors. I believe that the Fed’s
Committee believes that rates are not tight enough.
This could be the tipping point between a soft land-
ing for the US economy or a global recession. I think
the US economy is already in a soft landing. I hope the
Federal Reserve take this into account when meeting
next month.  — Rasameel

Too risky to increase 

US interest rates  

BUDAPEST: Shortly after National Bank of Hungary
(NBH) Governor Gyorgy Matolcsy took his post three
years ago, a group of businessmen launched an online
media group that has grown rapidly with the help of the
central bank. The company, New Wave, has received cen-
tral bank grants totalling $2 million and a loan from a
lender under the control of the central bank, according to
NBH and company records. New Wave also received a
bigger slice of money from a central bank advertising
campaign than any of its online rivals, in the period cov-
ered by published NBH data.

None of this funding violated any regulations or
broke any laws, according to the central bank. It has
nonetheless prompted some Hungarian media outlets
and opposition politicians to allege New Wave received
preferential treatment because it is owned by business-
men with close ties to Matolcsy and his family.  Matolcsy
and New Wave deny these allegations.

New Wave said in a statement to media outlets: “It is
completely incorrect to assume that support from the
National Bank of Hungary’s foundations transferred to
these companies had anything to do with family ties.”
New Wave launched news website VS.hu in late 2013 and
bought web portal Origo.hu from Magyar Telekom for
$15 million in January this year to become one of
Hungary’s biggest online news groups.

Balazs Weyer, Origo editor until 2011 and chair of
Hungary’s Editors’ Forum, said that in his experience of
the media industry, the speed of the New Wave group’s
expansion was “highly unrealistic” under normal business
circumstances. “A mid-size media company acquiring the
market-leading brand (Origo) is unimaginable outside
the zone of power,” he said. VS, the news website of New
Wave, has been the only major news outlet to benefit
from grants handed out by the central bank through six
foundations, according to a list published by the founda-
tions. Matolcsy set up the foundations in 2014 and
endowed them with money from the NBH’s operating
surplus in 2013 and 2014. He said their aim was to pro-
mote financial education.

VS received $2 million of grants last year to produce a
series of articles on subjects that the NBH said were
important but neglected in the local press. VS produced
the series, sending reporters to produce about 10 video
reports in places where Hungarian outlets rarely go,
including Kenya and California. Only a handful of other
news companies received grants, but much smaller ones.
The next biggest media recipients were two small news
stations, Echo TV and Business Radio, which received
grants worth about $25,000 and $7,000 respectively for
programming.

Hundreds of companies and individuals in other sec-
tors received money - grants or contracts - from the foun-

dations. The total spending on grants, and the selection
process involved, was unclear.

The central bank did not directly address Reuters
questions about the grant to New Wave, instead referring
to Matolcsy’s comments to daily newspaper Magyar
Nemzet on May 6. “The foundations do not examine
what owners stand behind the supported projects,”
Matolcsy said. “(VS) submitted a modern, excellent pro-
gram that fits the foundations’ philosophy perfectly, so
we supported it.” Matolcsy is a close ally of Prime Minister
Viktor Orban, who described him as his “right-hand man”
when he served as economy minister in 2010-2013 and
nominated him for the NBH job. Orban has enjoyed
strong support in print and broadcast news, with most
leading outlets either swinging behind his Fidesz party or
largely refraining from criticism during the 2014 election.
But online outlets have been more critical.

Fidesz has sought to increase its influence in online
media for several years, according to sources with knowl-
edge of the government’s communication strategy. “New
Wave is an important new player among media groups
close to Fidesz, one that strengthens the party’s influence
in the online sphere, where it had less clout than in the
traditional press,” said media analyst Gabor Polyak of the
Mertek Institute think-tank in Budapest. Orban’s govern-
ment denies infringing on media independence and says
it meets EU standards on media freedom. A government
spokesman declined to comment on central bank ties to
New Wave or allegations of Fidesz influence.

JOURNALISTS QUIT
Matolcsy’s cousin, Tamas Szemerey, played a central

part in the launch of New Wave; his consultancy firm
BanKonzult paid registration fees to state authorities on
behalf of the media company when it was set up in 2013,
the registration documents show. Weeks later a Czech
company called Idspisa bought a majority stake in New
Wave through a subsidiary. Jan Nagy, Szemerey’s long-
time business partner, is the only board member listed at
Idspisa, according to company records. He is also listed as
the “official representative” for the subsidiary, Bawaco.

New Wave’s other shareholder and its CEO is Istvan
Szaraz, a close friend of Matolcsy’s son Adam and
Szemerey’s son Bertalan, according to media reports
and sources close to New Wave. While no one is assert-
ing that these deals have cross legal lines, the partners’
links to Matolcsy have led to some opposition politi-
cians calling for him to resign, accusing him of nepo-
tism. Matolcsy has dismissed such calls as political
opportunism. Reuters was unable to contact Nagy.
Szemerey did not reply to repeated emails seeking
comment about the central bank funding and allega-
tions of preferential treatment.—Reuters

DUBLIN: Irish no-frills airline Ryanair yester-
day forecasts rising annual profits on higher
traffic and lower fuel prices but at a slower
rate than its last financial year. The company
said net profit was set to rise by around 13
percent in the 12 months to the end of March
2017, as it predicted that passenger traffic
would grow by 9.0 percent.

Profit after tax had surged 43 percent to
1.242 billion euros ($1.395 billion) in 2015/16,
Ryanair added in an earnings statement. It
said average fares would fall by around 7.0
percent in the current financial year, as a
result of recent terror attacks in Western
Europe and thanks to lower fuel prices.

“Ryanair has thrown down the gauntlet to
its budget airline rivals promising further cuts
in air fares as it bids to maintain its market
share,” noted AJ Bell investment director Russ
Mould. Michael O’Leary, chief executive of
the Dublin-based airline, said pricing was
being affected by the attacks on Brussels and
Paris.

“What terrorists always misunderstand is
that it won’t change customers’ behaviour,
but the airlines will respond with lower prices
to keep people flying,” he told reporters.

Ryanair repeated its support for Britain
remaining part of the European Union, not-
ing that a vote to leave the EU in the June 23

referendum “will damage economic growth
and consumer confidence in the UK for the
next two to three years”. It added: “As the UK’s
largest airline, Ryanair strongly believes that
the UK economy and its future growth
prospects are stronger if it remains a member
of the European Union.  

“One of Europe’s great success stories was
airline deregulation in the late 1980s which
allowed Ryanair to break up the high fare car-
tel of Europe’s flag carrier airlines, and has
enabled us to transform air travel, tourism,
economic growth and jobs all over Europe.”

O’Leary meanwhile said that growth in
traffic and profit at the airline in 2015/16 had
risen strongly despite the company having to
pay an average of $90 for a barrel of oil-far
higher than the market value-as a result of
the hedging policy it had adopted in 2014. 

The final quarter of its last financial year
was hit also by the terrorist attacks in Brussels
and strikes by air traffic controllers across
Europe that resulted in the cancellation of
more than 500 flights. It added that such
strikes would impact its latest first-quarter
performance. But the airline still managed to
carry more than 100 million passengers inter-
nationally during its last financial year that
ended in March, a first for an airline, accord-
ing to Ryanair.—AFP

Ryanair predicts 

slower profits growth

DUBLIN: The central control room for Ryanair flight operations at the airline’s Dublin
headquarters. The liquid crystal wall map shows a live picture of every Ryanair flight
airborne over Europe, North Africa, the Mediterranean. —  AP

Hungarian media group 

fuelled with CB cash


